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NEXT CHAPTER MEETING will be at Hardy Robinsons on August 19, which just happens
to be Aviation day, as well as Orville Wright’s birthday back in 1871. Hey, I don’t feel too old
after hearing that.
NEXT NEARBY CONTEST in our local commuting area is at the famous Schmidt Ranch,
south of Sacramento. It’s on the upcoming final weekend of this month, July 25 & 26, sponsored
by SAM 30. Mark your calendar and check the flyer inside. Weather is expected to be - - well
don’t bother packing any winter clothing.
NITROMETHANE has been discussed by just about every engine writer at one time or another.
Currently, a well written article by Dave Gierke appears in the September ’09 edition of Model
Airplane news. Dave does his usual good job of thoroughly explaining things. Since I’ve mixed
my own fuels for over 60 years, I always read these articles and stash away as much as I can
remember.
I was never a particular whiz in chemistry class, but I did find myself awake fairly often.
With that rudimentary background, I’ve since noticed, through practical experience, something
which I’ve never seen discussed in any of these articles about nitromethane. When you blend
nitro with methanol, we call it mixing, but the process becomes more than just a simple mixture
and involves an actual chemical reaction. Many chemical reactions involve generation and
exchange of heat, with the most common being a rise in temperature of the new compound.
That’s called an exothermic reaction. Less common is an endothermic reaction in which the new
compound cools itself and absorbs heat during the process.
Mixing nitro and alcohol results in that rarer endothermic reaction, in which heat is
absorbed from the surroundings. I’ve actually had frost appear on the mixing can on a hot day in
San Bernardino. And if you seal the can tightly right away, the sides will start to collapse inward.
I believe that the heat stored in the new fuel is released as extra energy during combustion.
Nitro enriched fuel also releases extra usable oxygen during combustion as most writers
point out. It amounts to a form of supercharging, but instead of extra oxygen being forced into
the cylinder by a compressor, it’s released by the fuel itself during combustion. That accounts for
the need for a richer needle setting, which allows the combustibles in the fuel to keep up with the
added oxygen for the correct fuel/oxygen ratio.
THANKS TO Richard Beard and Frank Osborne for some useful gifts to the flying gang at
Drum Canyon Farm. Rich had to downsize his storage space and sent us several cans of fuel and
some dope. Frank traded a fellow from the Tri Valley club out of three 1/2 A Texaco eligible
engines and donated them for our use for our 1/2A activities. We’d planned to gear up for the
1/2A postal meet anyway. The launch window is some day between Sept. 19 and Oct. 18.

DEBBYS DEBUT: Here’s a rare shot which caught Steve Remington’s one flip start of the
Vivell 35 in his new Debby. It’s the picture timing that’s rare, not the one flip start. Steve’s
engines always start on one flip. It isn’t always the first flip, but one flip nonetheless. Don
Bishop preps his Bomber in the background.
THE SWIFT TWIN engine was recently featured in issue #193 of the Engine Collectors
Journal. It’s a cute little opposed twin made up using a pair of Cox 15 piston, cylinder, & head
assemblies for a total displacement of .30 C.I. A few were made some time ago by Swift Air
Associates in Detroit Michigan. They also made a four cylinder version with another pair of
cylinders stacked behind the first two.
One unique feature was that they retained the connecting rods on the crankshaft by just
cutting away some of the lower end of the rods, allowing them to simply snap onto the crank.
Apparently this worked and the engines would run that way, but the writer stated that the rods
would sometimes come loose when just hand flipping.
Clarence Lee once said that he believed that an engine, once it was running could keep
running with the bottom half of the connecting rod(s) absent. That sounded reasonable to me
because all the forces on the rod are downward on both the firing and compression strokes. And
on considering that fact, I started worrying less about McCoy 60’s coming apart when their
conrod lower ends seem a bit thin from front to rear and most develop a lot of slop rather quickly
when you begin running them.
But it would also seem reasonable that a “snap on” rod might pop loose when turning
over slowly, because compression leak down could result in a vacuum on the down stroke.

HERE’S A SWIFT TWIN.
It would seem that quite a
problem would be created if
those connecting rods
popped off the crank very
often. It would be an
annoyance to disassemble
and re-connect, but it should
be fairly straightforward by
just unscrewing the cylinder,
popping the rod back on and
re-tightening the cylinder.
But: There’s a good chance
of damaging that rod if it
comes loose while being
turned over. And unless
you’d dare to move the crank
a little and watch the pistons,
it might be hard to identify
which rod came off, except
by removing one cylinder,
then finding it to be the one
on the other side. (Murphys’
Law you know).

Gene Walloch sends his tip on how to get started building:
“You have to create an ambiance that makes you want to start building. Take a small jar cover
and put some dope in it. Place it front of a fan, on low. The fragrance will automatically jump
start your building pangs and you'll be cutting chips in no time.” Thanks Gene.
SEALING FILM COVER EDGES: If I ever have occasion to tour a newspaper printing plant,
I’m going to pay particular attention to the machine that puts the sheets together without any
adhesive, so that they are nearly inseparable. I’d even take pictures if they’d let me. I’m sure the
technology could be used to keep our film covering edges from coming loose. For anyone who
reads a daily paper over a lifetime, I figure on average, that a total of about 2 weeks is spent
prying the pages apart, while muttering under ones’ breath.
RECESSION ALLEVIATES ALLERGIES: As long as we’ve wandered off subject anyway,
let’s discuss some straightforward cause and effect. I’m one of a lot of people who are somewhat
allergic to newsprint. Many never notice the effect, but when you read a paper, the ink will often
cause sneezing. Newspapers have been particularly hard hit by the recession as well as by the
younger generation who gather what little news they read from the internet. Cost cutting has
involved staff layoffs, sizing down the funny pages so that it takes a magnifying glass to read
them, and even shrinking the sheet size. But they’ve also leaned out the needle valve on the
printing ink dispenser. That makes the print fainter and harder to read, but it also gives us dryer
and less ink and finally less sneezing.

LAUNCH DOLLY. Red Scholefield sends this trick borrowed and re-designed from the control
line speed branch of our hobby. It’s apparently steadier and more reliable than a shaky hand
launch. Red says it worked OK with this Phoenix sailplane on grass although he’s going to put
on larger wheels, going from 3” to 4” diameter before trying it with an electric Bird of Time..
HERE’S A TALE of my own launch dolly: I had designed a two line speed job as sort of
a speed trainer ship at about the time monoline was taking over in CL speed. I use the term
design loosely, as it was just pretty much a clone of typical streamlined ships at the time.
Magnesium speed pan, helmet cowl, needle nosed spinner, semi-symmetrical airfoil, no rudder,
18” wingspan, and a McCoy 29 rear rotor glow for power. The ship turned out fine, but my alloriginal design for a takeoff dolly had some technical issues. I had no experience in that
department and no mentors. There didn’t seem to be any one popular design, and “mousetrap”
dollys were probably creeping into use, but unknown to me.
The dolly I came up with was a simple flat plywood base with music wire gear and two
wheels forward and below plus one wheel aft. Attachment to the ship was an upright pair of
music wire pins, right and left which plugged into holes in the speed pan. The dolly was to drop
away as the ship became airborne. On the first flight the ship went airborne in less than half a
circle, but the dolly didn’t follow the plan and release right away. This might not have been a
problem had I taken into account that the balance point of the dolly should have been matched up
with the balance point of the ship..
The tailheavy assembly staggered and stalled its way into into the air, and about the time
the tail dropped and the nose struggled toward a vertical position, the dolly seperated. The ship
continued its rotation, picked up speed and began flying inverted at something over a hundred
miles per hour. There was no way to do a half loop, or a reverse wingover to get upright again at
that speed and with so little maneuverability. Since the fuel pickup was now at the top of the
tank, the engine mercifully quit fairly early and I managed a smooth upside down landing on the
helmet cowl. The surface was short grass, so the red Hobbypoxy wasn’t even scratched after
some grass stains were removed. I then flew a few hand launched flights, which were rather
boring by comparison, and retired the ship. It still hangs on the garage wall. Well, I did say it
was a sort of trainer didn’t I? I didn’t pursue a carreer in CL speed, although had there been a
category for it, I might have held the class B speed record for inverted flight.

THE HOP-A-LONG Design above was made popular by John Pond who first flew a scaled up
version at Taft. Hardy Robinson built this one from the plans Pond had scaled. Here Robby hand
starts the Saito 80 four stroke which imakes a good combination for the Texaco event. Jim
Bierbauer assists. The ship’s name probably came from Hopalong Cassidy, the old western
movie star, whom a few of you guys just may be old enough to remember.

And- the Hop-A-Long gets
underway gracefully as a Texaco
ship should. If my memory isn’t
fuzzy, Robby won the Texaco
event at Taft on the ships first
outing several years ago.
Both these photos were taken last
weeki at the Drum Canyon Farm
flying field . A telephoto lens was
used , so neither the sprinkling
system in the top picture, or the hill
in the bottom one are as close as
they look.

RECIPIES AND DUCOLAM: Anyone who’s ever read a food recipe is probably familiar with
the fact that there’s almost always one or two ingredients that you’ve not only never heard of, but
you have no idea of what section in a grocery you should seek out these mysterious items.
And so it is with some of the specialty items we use in our hobby. A few guys are
completely familiar while others have no idea what it looks like, does, or where to find it.
Ducolam may be one of these. It popped up in SAM Talk recently and I for one had never heard
of it. SAM Secretary Tommy Gray describes Ducolam:
“Doculam is frequently used by Pylon racers to cover their models that are made of solid
wood. It works pretty well and can be found at most office supply stores as "Laminating film".
You can “sand” the surface of the film with fine steel wool before painting to help prevent
peeling problems. I have used Krylon Fusion over dope and some film coverings without
peeling. I have put striping tape on it and then later pulled it off for a redo and the paint
stayed in place. I have painted Ultrakote and several other coverings with Fusion with good
results. Sprayed well, it looks like sprayed dope. I have planes with a combination
of sprayed dope and Fusion on the same plane, and they look the same. FWIW: I also frequently
use it over nitrate dope base on Polyspan, etc.--Tommy Gray”
I’d not heard of “Fusion” either, but Krylon is a popular “rattle can” paint product, so I
assume Fusion is readily available at hardware and building supply stores. RLA
350 MAH NI-CDS: Jack Hiner, who’s is an almost all-electric flier sends this message about
Ni-Cd availibility. Jack is concerned with electic motor power, while many of us who like the
reliability of Ni-Cds may find the information useful for either lightweight ignition or receiver
batteries:
“As most of you know Sanyo 350AAA Ni-Cds we use for SOS event are no longer
available from Batteries America. Phil Pearce has tried other vendors and can not find the Sanyo
350AAA cells anywhere. Batteries America has a replacement Ni-Cd the HiTECH P-350AAA808US cell. John Richards used these cells to win the SOS event at Eloy, Arizona this January.
John thinks these cells are as good as Sanyo.
This cell dos not stand up to soldering on the cell as the Sanyo cells do. The seal on the
anode will/can leak if the cell is soldered with an iron. Batteries America can make up 4 cell
SOS packs with these cells welding the connection. They also will install a connector for you. If
you fell you must make up your own packs order the cells with solder tabs. When soldering to
the tabs use a hear sink to minimize heat to the cell.-- Jack”.
MORE ON ENELOOPS: The new catch word in batteries is Eneloop made by Sanyo. I
mentioned last time that I’d bought some at Costco. They’re advertised as 2,000 MAH NI-Mh
AA size cells capable of maintaining 85% of full charge for a year. I’m still not sure what to
make of them. They seem to be doing well in my battery eating camera, but I still haven’t been
able to cycle them and get even close to that rating. It makes me concerned as to whether it’s the
batteries or my Accu-Cycle Elite charger, although the charger seems to be accurate in cycling
everything else. I’ve only put a couple cycles on the batteries, so maybe they’ll improve with
conditioning. Battery makers have been cheating on specifications for some time now by cycling
them to a voltage level well below the useful or safe range, so that could be part of the problem.
But despite these shaky statistics, I’m satisfied with the purchase, which included a very handy
and compact little wall charger. It will do either 2 or 4 AA Ni-Mh cells at a time and is fully
automatic, taking about 7 hours to produce a full charge from discharge. That means a charging
rate of slightly under 300 MAH, which is a conservative semi-fast rate.

ELECTRICS AND PROP SAFETY. Dick Fischer relays this information:
I was talking to the proprietor of Scorpion electric motors about the safety of installing the prop
with the battery connected. That's what I have to do with the P-61 and I was searching for the
safest way to do it. He made a comment that's particularly interesting in light of your prop /
finger encounter with Jim's airplane. He said that electrics are different from gas motors in that a
gas motor will hit you a couple of times really hard and then the motor quits. On an electric, the
prop just keeps striking and striking until the battery goes dead.
On another related subject I commented on just how sharp an APC prop
can be. He agreed, saying that he'd seen X-Acto blades that were
duller than an APC.

HERE’S THAT P-61 Dick Fischer recently completed. It’s powered by twin electric motors
which make a surprisingly realistic sound in the air. This flying site is a light plane landing strip
in New Cuyama, a remote little cow town about halfway between Santa Maria and Taft. This is
the West end of a nice long runway. The owner is a congenial fellow who lets us fly there, and
about the only negative is that it’s over a hundred mile round trip from Santa Maria. We’d
considered this site as an alternate possibility for a contest when there were rumors of the Taft
field being sold. The nearby rustic Buckhorn restaurant and bar is closed and up for sale at this
time, or it would probably work well for a banquet. The Buckhorn enjoyed some western style
notoriety a few years back when Jane Russels’ son shot a man dead there one evening during a
difference of opinion.

That’s Dave Harding at the left flying his Electric Stardust Special at the Euro-Champs held this
year in Germany. What a nice flying field! Our own Ed Hamler was volunteer Contest Director
for the event this year. He had great support from the local Contest Managers and sponsors
which included the local Modellsport club, SAM 85, Graupner and the city of Suhl.
The weather wasn’t quite this nice for the first couple of days, when there was rain and
unseasonably cold winds. This picture doesn’t happen to show the large turnout of fliers from
several countries. Half A Texaco was one of the most popular events just as it is here in the US
with 26 entries. And just as in the US, electric power is also quite popular with 33 entries in the
ELOT (Electric Old Timer) event. Mary Hamler was the photographer, and the photo was
borrowed from Editor Steve Roselles’ SAM 21 newsletter.
PRICES OF MODELING EQUIPMENT varies from the sublime to the ridiculous. You can
pay over one hundred bucks for a single high end digital servo. But I just saw an ad from
Hobbyking.com for three dollar servos (actually $2.99 in consumerspeak). They’re either
Chinese or Hong-Kongese and intended for small park flyer and indoor types. Specs are 9 grams
(.32 oz.) weight and 1.6 Kg-Cm torque. The torque in inch ounces wasn’t given, so the
manufacturers probably had as much trouble as I would in making that important conversion.

THE O&R COMPACT was a commercial engine made by Ohlsson and Rice. It was a larger
engine at about 1.2 cubic inches and was used in a number of unusual applications, including
chain saws, lawn edgers, small boats, powered skateboards and surfboards. Some were
manufactured for large scale RC aircraft use somewhat like the later weedeater engines. I had
three old weedwhacker conversion types which were just taking up space, so I recently brought
out the one that looked most ready to fly a plane and offered it for sale quite cheap. It didn’t sell
but one of the guys who inspected it more closerly than I had, announced that it said O&R in
small letters on the carb. After a little research in the Engine Collectors Journal I found that it is
indeed an O&R Compact. I’ve just mentally upgraded it from dust collector status to part of my
engine collection.

